
Bring clarity to the most important parts of your business.

New Features, New Perspective

TRUSTED BY NAMES YOU KNOW

A New Video Experience
Access your footage faster with dynamic thumbnail views, a 
draggable timeline interface, enhanced multi-up capabilities 
and much more.

Envysion Reports with Incident Management
View and create incidents, assign team members to 
take action, and resolve issues to promote a culture of 
accountability.

Save & Share Clips from the Mobile App
Select key moments with the ease of a few taps, 
and share freely as needed.

DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW

Better
Than Ever
A unified experience across platforms 

is essential to productivity in loss 

prevention. Whether you’re using 

Envysion on a modern desktop browser, 

iOS or Android, we’ve worked hard to 

provide a cohesive look that feels like 

home no matter where you work. We’ll 

help you see the complete picture.
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Watch Video Experience

 Click & Drag Timeline Interface

 Dynamic Thumbnail Views

 Slow Motion & Digital Zoom

 Frame-by-Frame Navigation

 Multi-Camera Clips & High-Res Snapshots

 Enhanced Interactive Motion Search

 Live Monitor Capability

 Oldest Available Video Widget

 Deep Linkable for Easy Collaboration 

Cloud Archive

 Retain years of video to protect against 

unforeseen litigation

 Easily retrieve a full day of video in a single 

request

An Evolution of Excellence

Envysion forges partnerships with our customers. 

Your feedback is heard, and our products are better 

for it. We’re constantly listening to our users and the 

broader restaurant community, and as our capabilities 

grow, so do yours.

Additionally, we’ve built a team of industry experts 

who have real-world experience that guides our 

product vision. Our team has the knowledge and 

resources to provide the most comprehensive, cost 

effective loss prevention solution available. We’re 

looking forward to what’s next.

Building steadily into the future.

NEW FEATURE OVERVIEW

Incident Management

 Monitor Number of Incidents Per Location

 Create Incidents from Web or Mobile

 Assign Team Members to Take Action

 Log Incident Notes 

 Track & Resolve Incidents for Accountability

Mobile Clip Creation

 Create & Save Clips to the Cloud

 Share Clips Easily from the Mobile App

Direct Cloud Storage

 Near-instant backup of video in the event of a 

robbery or other disaster

 Seamless switching between DVR and cloud 

adding no additional steps to your workflow
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